The Japanese learner and metaphor by Tomei Joseph
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One day, Ben went to his 
friend, Ken?s house. He was 
invited to Ken?s birthday 
party. At the end of the pary, 
everybody start to give a 
present to Ken, but Ben didn?t 
have anything. he forgot to 
buy it. Ben seems to keep his 
head down that day.
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John isn?t good at English. 
But his sister is very good 
at English. So, Ken?s sister 
always teachers English to 
Ken. Ken keep his head down
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My son is to shy to talk to a 
stranger, when he walks the 
road. He walks to keep his 
head down.
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NTU? is everyone?s dream 
fa i r y  godmothe r,  whe r e 
dreams do come true.
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? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ??






As a NTU ambassador, I 
have to carry myself well as 
people might judge the school 
by its students.
Judge a book by its cover??????
???????????????????
??????????????????
It?s about strong networds 
here in NTU (Someone?s 
always got your back)
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Most  impor tant ly  N TU 
students deliver. Delivering 
no  in  the  r o l  o f  c our i e r 
services. [Laughter] But by 
achieving result and labour 
of hard work at the end of the 
day.
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is song starts from her talking. at is a summary of this song, but the 
song would be deeper. When I listened this song rst time, I didn?t know 
????
??????????????????????????????????????? ????
who you are. You can be her boyfriend, her parents, her friends, or someone 
she?s in trouble. 
In line 14 to 16, ?I was under a spell like a deadly fear I am, babe on the 
highway to hell?, she expresses how dangerous the love with her boyfriend 
was. As she said, she was weak and didn?t have any conf idence, but she 
became stronger than before, and she could escape and be freedom.
???????????
In the music video, there are scenes, she is in the box wearing like black 
clothes, and this means that she cannot get out of despairing because of his 
betrayal.
en, there is a scene which various things crush and smash to pieces. is 
means that it express their unrecoverable relationship.
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????
In line of 1 of this song, the sentence has a metaphor. I think that diving 
into frozen waves means deep sadness. e video of this song also express 
this feelings. e beginning of the video start at desert. I expect that desert 
also means someone can?t escape from the deeply sadness. is lyrics and the 
video are linked well, so I could imagine the scene easily. 




I feel that contrary to the up-tempo, the lyrics are very heartbreaking.
Once you listened to Clarity, you?ll addictive it. ere are some techniques 
and productive in the song to attract people?s interests. If you watch and 
listen this music video again and again, you would realize the other 
meanings of the words.
????? ?????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????? ????????
??????????????????????? ???? ????? ???????????????????????????????????
????????
According to a dictionary, ?clarity? means clearness or lucidity as to 
perception or understanding; freedom from indistinctness or ambiguity. 
en, why did he choose this word as the title? As I mentioned above, Zedd 
told us that a couple could make up after ghting in this song, so I thought 
that he compared a clarity with a couple?s love. Even if they quarrel, they 
can make up, and their love never gets muddy. erefore, I thought the title 
of this song was Clarity because a couple?s love was a clarity.
I think this song?s theme is liberation from a spell. e protagonist makes up 
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